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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

This research paper regarding the automatic vehicle driving system without driver. The purpose of this project to minimize the road accidents and cost effective transportation. According to google survey report every year thousands of people died in a car accident only due to human mistake like his behavior of vision, auditory perception and other road user also driving after taking alcohol. Few years ago google managed an automatic car but their cost is very high and training method is different but we using A 3D camera and radar which is mounted top of the car which can take 3D images of surrounding and two camera left and right side that takes image send the data to local server through wireless transmitter. By using GPS it navigate across the road. The steering angle is controlled by stepper motor which is connected through a computer CPU and GPU are already trained through millions of images taken from real road transportation in all traffic and weather conditions.
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1. \textbf{INTRODUCTION}

It will be no longer when driverless car would be running across the road when AI (Artificial Intelligence), Machine learning, deep learning and Neural technology become popular. We just tap on our smartphone APP and driverless car is parked on your door. By using voice command you will tell the car for desired destination. Car will use GPS, Camera and google map and Navigate itself across the road corner and traffic signal.

2. \textbf{WORKING PRINCIPLE}

The software is able to identify recognize the traffic signs and store them in a common database using Google Maps and GPS. The GPS software component records the signs and direction of travel from that area. Every car moving in the traffic using this software will register the new signs detected and will modify the degree of confidence and degree of recognition for other users. Another software component is able to recognize the demarcation lines between lanes. It uses three cameras to calculate exactly or using probabilities the position of the car on the road, where the roadsides are and to propose a new direction even in the absence of traffic signs for the next seconds. Another part of the software uses Artificial Intelligence to detect other car fingerprints from webcam images. The algorithms were implemented parallel and distributed. I developed a management software system based on semaphores that allows data processing and supervision from 3 different computers with multiple cores. This project contains also a home-made LIDAR – 3D radar and a software using OpenGL to create a 3D environment in which the car navigates. By using it, the car will take the decision of avoiding obstacles. The 3D radar helps the entire software system to increase the confidence of decision.

I also used a different training technique for the network that is drive car about 100 km with EEG sensor and took more than 1000 sample of human brain when he took any action like Acceleration, Break, left and Right turn, Every situation is mapped with the brain samples and supervised the neural network to took decision for the movement of steering and breaking.

\textbf{Figure (Self Driving) Car}
**Training equations.**

The transition (State equation)
\[ X_{t-1} = \mu x_1 \text{ and } (XX)_{k-k-1}, (\text{for } k > 1) \]

Observation equation
\[ p X_1:n Y_1:n = (X1:n)p(Y1:n) \]

The joint probability can be written as:
\[ p X_1,Y_1:n = p X_1:n-1,Y_1:n-1 f X_n X:n-1 g(Y_n|X_n) \]

Sop \( X_1:n Y_1:n \) = \( p X_1:n-1,Y_1:n-1 \) \( g(Y_n|X_n)Y_1:n-1 \)

Update step
\[ p X_n Y_1:n = g Y_n X_n p(X_n|Y_1:n-1) = g(Y_n|Y_1:n-1) \]

**Block Diagram**

![Block Diagram](image)

High-level view of the data collection system

Figure 2 shows a simplified block diagram of the collection system for training data of the car three cameras are mounted behind the windshield of the data-acquisition car, and time stamped video from the cameras is captured simultaneously with the steering angle applied by the human driver. The steering command is obtained by tapping into the vehicle’s Controller Area Network (CAN) bus. In order to make our system independent of the car geometry, we represent the steering command as \( 1/r \), where \( r \) is the turning radius in meters. We use \( 1/r \) instead of \( r \) to prevent a singularity when driving straight (the turning radius for driving straight is infinity). \( 1/r \) smoothly transitions through zero from left turns (negative values) to right turn (positive values).

Training data contains single images sampled from the video, paired with the corresponding steering command \( (1/r) \). Training with data from only the human driver is not sufficient; the network must also learn how to recover from any mistakes, or the car will slowly drift off the road. The training data is therefore augmented with additional images that show the car in different shifts from the center of the lane and rotations from the direction of the road.

The images for two specific off-center shifts can be obtained from the left and the right cameras. Additional shifts between the cameras and all rotations are simulated through viewpoint transformation of the image from the nearest camera. Precise viewpoint transformation requires 3D scene knowledge which we don’t have, so we approximate the transformation by assuming all points below the horizon are on flat ground, and all points above the horizon are infinitely far away. This works fine for flat terrain, but for a more complete rendering it introduces distortions for objects that stick above the ground, such as cars, poles, trees, and buildings. Fortunately these distortions don’t pose a significant problem for network training. The steering label for the transformed images is quickly adjusted to one that correctly steers the vehicle back to the desired location and orientation in two seconds.

Figure 3 shows a block diagram of our training system. Images are fed into a CNN that then computes a proposed steering command. The proposed command is compared to the desired command for that image, and the weights of the CNN are adjusted to bring the CNN output closer to the desired output. The weight adjustment is accomplished using back propagation as implemented in the Torch 7 machine learning package and Unity simulator. Unity is an open source of online programming, designing and simulation of project. Images are cloned from GitHub a website which provide stored real time images taken by google self-driving car.

Once trained, the network is able to generate steering commands from the video images of a single center camera. Figure 4 shows this configuration.

Figure 4: The trained network is used to generate steering commands from a single front-facing center camera

Sampling from a set of probability densities \( \{ \pi n X_1:1 \} \)

Sampling \( N \) independent random variables \( X_1:mi \) from each probability distribution and Estimating the distribution using the next formulas: \( \varepsilon n X_1:mi = \{1N\delta X_1:mi (X_1:n) Ni=1\delta X_1:mi (X_1:i) \} \) is the difference at each sample. Sometimes these distributions are intractable in closed-form and are specially these cases in nonlinear and non-Gaussian models. The particle filter is based on the calculation of an importance density called weight of the model density. In the following formula I am using \( (X_1:n) \) to describe the weights of the.
particles and (11:n) to describe the importance density. Zn is a normalization term.

\[ e_n X1:n = (X1:n) Zn \] 

\[ e_n X1:n = (X1:n) qn(11:n) Zn \] 

\[ X1:n = Wn \] 

\[ i \] 

\[ X1:n \] 

\[ Ni \] 

\[ Wni \] 

\[ Wni \] 

\[ X1:n Wni X1:n | Ni = 1 \]

So the selection importance distribution

\[ qn X1:n = qn - 1 X1:n - 1 (Xn | X1:n - 1) \]

\[ q1 (x1) \]

is the first step - a simple sample from the original/initial distribution

\[ (Xk | 1: k) \] – For other steps, it picks from the conditional probabilities. The variance of these estimations usually increases with n, so it is necessary a further refinement. In order to do resampling, a method to reduce variance is required- it will be based on sampling again from the newly created approximation distributions. All of the samples are associated with numbers to estimate the distribution.

Summary of the algorithm:

For the first time (n=1)

Sample X1i~ q1 (X1)

Compute the probabilities (weights) W1 (X1i) and W1 i_Resample {1 i} to obtain N particles {1i, X1i}

For all other times (n ≥ 2)

\[ X1i : ni \] 

\[ qn Xn X1i : ni - 1i \] 

\[ set X1i : ni \] 

\[ (X1:n - 1i, Xn i) \] 

Compute weights (.) and Wni

If is necessary, resampling the {1 n} in order to obtain {1N, X1:i

Print screens of the traffic lanes detection using particle filters.

Cascade Neural Networks in order to recognize traffic signs

The traffic signs detection is based on Multi-Layer Perceptron Neural Networks. The neural networks were trained using real images of traffic signs. The neural networks were trained using Back-Propagation with Momentum algorithm. There are two neural networks for traffic signs forms (blue forms and red forms). For each traffic sign form there is a neural network associated with. The networks were learned in this software.

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The reliable intelligent driver assistance systems and safety warning systems is still a long way to go. However, as computing power, sensing capacity, and wireless connectivity for vehicles rapidly increase, the concept of assisted driving and proactive safety warning is speeding towards reality. As technology improves, a vehicle will become just a computer with tires. Driving on roads will be just like surfing the Web: there will be traffic congestion but no injuries or fatalities. Advanced driver assistant systems and new sensing technologies can be highly beneficial, along with large body of work on automated vehicles. All the program and software is tested by Unity simulator and TORCS (The open racing car simulator) designed by NVidia corporation
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